
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

As it is unnecessary to the explanation of our point here, it
___________________ in the larger diagram, the direction of the curve it
begins being indicated by the dashes only.

1.

(omit)

My wife _________________ over ever since last March.2. (give)

He ___________________ by a woman's underhand trick.3. (trap)

I am not quarreling, you see, with the newspapers who do this sort of thing;
I am speaking of the tendency of what we _______________________ to call
literature to take on the transient and hasty character of the newspaper.

4.

(accustom)

I ___________________ to arrange the room for the séance.5. (order)

But here is our eldest daughter; she ______________________ in the
thought of becoming your wife, and she will have a dowry of five hundred
thousand francs.

6.

(bring up)

Since the return and the wars of the French, many chiefs
____________________, and many so-called chiefs appointed.
7.

(depose)

By a transition readily understood, and which might have been as readily
foreseen, we ____________________ to merge in simple show our notions
of taste itself.

8.

(bring)

This function of coinage _______________________ in Germany.9.
(perpetuate)

No corrections _________________ other than those at the end of the
etext.
10.

(make)

Why should similar bones ____________________ in the formation of the
wing and leg of a bat, used as they are for such totally different purposes?
11.

(create)

The French industry ____________________ by tariffs.12. (foster)
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The changes which have taken place in the manifestations of this
temperament _____________________ by an inherent and natural impulse,
characteristic of all living beings, to persist and maintain itself in a changed
environment.

13.

(actuate)

It ____________________ in our armies that the men of cultivation,
though bred in delicate and refined spheres, can bear up under the hardships
of camp-life better and longer than rough laborers.

14.

(remark)

It's bad companions; I ________________ wi' bad companions an' the
drink.
15.

(lose)

It ________________ by all sorts and conditions, native and foreign; only
the last insists it is a meteor.
16.

(see)

A secret treaty __________________ between Russia and Turkey.17. (sign)

Carriers _____________________ for length of beak, and their tongues
have become longer, but not in strict accordance with the length of beak.
18.

(select)

In the case of the almond, bitterness ___________________ by some
high authorities to indicate specific difference.
19.

(think)

Animals, of which we find no remains in a particular formation, may,
nevertheless, have lived at the time, and it may have only been from
unfavorable circumstances that their remains
__________________________ for our inspection.

20.

(not/preserve)
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